Education Terms Crossword

Solve the crossword using the list of words and the clues.

Across
1. opportunities or views ahead
2. hesitant or unenthusiastic
3. list of the times things will happen
4. verified or settled
5. information that is implied but not given directly
6. to suggest an idea without explicitly stating it
7. changed
8. strengthened
9. leaning in a certain direction
10. teaching
11. an essential quality of something
12. way something is done
13. by means of
14. not tense
15. a small change
16. prudence, or the right to choose or judge for oneself
17. discouraged or made low
18. directly stated
19. an explanation or defense; making something acceptable
20. the way something is arranged
21. current style; something very popular for a while
22. location
23. unyielding
24. thus
25. keep

Down
1. in between, middle
2. teaching
3. list of the times things will happen
4. verified or settled
5. information that is implied but not given directly
6. to suggest an idea without explicitly stating it
7. changed
8. strengthened
9. leaning in a certain direction
10. teaching
11. an essential quality of something
12. way something is done
13. by means of
14. not tense
15. a small change
16. prudence, or the right to choose or judge for oneself
17. discouraged or made low
18. directly stated
19. an explanation or defense; making something acceptable
20. the way something is arranged
21. current style; something very popular for a while
22. location
23. unyielding
24. thus
25. keep
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